This paper looks at private interest involvement in education Information and Communications Technology (ICT) policymaking and implementation in the United Kingdom, using the National Grid for Learning (NGfL), an initiative to connect every U.K. school to the Internet and create an online connected learning community of teachers and students with access to a host of approved resources and information within a managed learning grid, as a contemporary form. The extent to which businesses are getting involved in new policy forms and the nature that resulting government/industry links are taking are explored. The paper also examines how key players are emerging and the interests of some firms dominating over others. Above all, the paper is concerned with how the public/private foundation for the NGfL is working out in practice. The paper is based on a series of in-depth interviews with key actors in the formation and initial implementation of the NGfL initiative, including: officials from the coordinating government department, DfEE (Department for Education and Employment); officials from the quasi-government agency responsible for developing and delivering aspects of the initiative, the British Educational Communications and Technology Agency; policy advisors to the Prime Minister and DfEE; as well as key executives in information technology and telecommunications firms and their educational representative body, the British Educational Suppliers Association. (Contains 188 references.) (MES)
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Introduction

Amidst the Labour government’s well-publicised emphasis on ‘education, education, education’ one of the most significant policy commitments to date has been the National Grid for Learning (NGfL) initiative. Involving £1 billion of expenditure over a five year period the NGfL aims to connect every UK school to the Internet and create an on-line ‘connected learning community’ of teachers and students with access to a host of approved resources and information within a managed ‘Learning Grid’ (DfEE 1997). The technological magnitude of this task aside, the formation of the National Grid for Learning initiative has been treated by many as a pivotal signpost for the direction of future education legislation, in particular with regard to the integral role the private sector is seen as playing in the development and eventual provision of the NGfL. As the Minister for ICT in Schools recently argued:

“We depend on an open and supportive partnership with the ICT industry if we are going to provide the high quality resources education needs and at a price schools and colleges can afford. Only if we all work together, will we ensure that the technological society we want to develop is inclusive and brings added opportunities for all” (Wills 1999, p.3)

In this way the NGfL marks one of the Labour party’s early reactions to a rapidly changing landscape of education policy-making and has, therefore, been firmly located within wider main emerging societal contexts. Primarily, the rhetoric that has surrounded the initiative draws heavily on the notions of post-industrialism (e.g. Touraine 1969, Bell 1973) and the much heralded yet elusive concept of the ‘Information Society’ (Lyon 1989, Webster 1995). Moreover, in practical policy terms, these societal ideals have had to be located within the widespread reaction against the neo-Liberal excesses of the 1980s free-marketisation that so characterised Conservative education policy. The emerging approach, fashionably recast as a ‘Third Way’ in public policy formation (Giddens 1998), attempts to pursue a less sanguine approach to market economics. In aligning the market with the needs of society, one of the tangible manifestations of ‘Third Way’ policy has been the government’s zeal in encouraging and fostering public/private partnerships as the most effective means of developing and implementing policy. This approach to public policy making has been no more apparent than in education. Since Labour’s 1997 election the introduction of Education ‘Action Zones’, Private Finance Initiatives and the ‘learndirect’ and University for Industry programmes have all been designed to inject educational policy with the realism of private sector involvement. Although previous Conservative administrations initiated similar, but limited, schemes (most notably the City Technology College programme) private enterprise partnerships have featured heavily in New Labour education policy (eg Palast, 2000). One of the first tangible
initiatives in this ‘new wave’ of public/private educational policy-making has been the National Grid for Learning.

1. **The Public/Private Foundations of the National Grid for Learning**

Although chronologically following the Conservative’s ‘Superhighways for Education’ pilot initiative, the announcement of the National Grid for Learning (NGfL) heralded an unprecedented political commitment to introducing Information and Communications Technology (ICT) into schools on a widespread basis. From its launch onwards the initiative has been constructed around the increased role of private interests in educational policy formulation and implementation. As the initial consultation document, ‘Connecting the Learning Society’ detailed, the majority of the development of the National Grid for Learning is to be achieved through close partnership with the private sector thus “bringing together the best of private sector creativity and the highest standards of public service” (DfEE 1997, p.3). In this way the NGfL initiative can be seen as potentially representing an archetypal modern/post-modern hybrid form of Kenway’s (1994) ‘markets/education/technology’ triad. Although initially sponsored by the state the National Grid for Learning is also largely reliant on commercial interests, public and private expertise and, indeed, is overtly informed by both educational and market values. As an emerging policy initiative of this type the NGfL would, therefore, appear to encapsulate the growing influence of market and technological forces in UK education over the last ten years, potentially constituting a ‘new educational form’ (Kenway et al. 1994). In theory, at least, the National Grid for Learning should be seen as a significant signpost for a new era of educational policy-making.

Conceptualising the relationship between business and education has taken a number of turns on both sides of the Atlantic. Michael Apple, for example, drew attention to the extent to which education had been turned into a ‘business’ by capitalist enterprise pursuing profits via the creation and sale of curriculum and testing materials (Apple, 1979). In the mid 1970s British and American sociologists demonstrated the pressures to align the organisational and pedagogical practices of schools with the needs and interests of industry and commerce (Bowles and Gintis, 1976; Dale, 1989; Esland, 19; Shilling, 19). Then, and now, other analysts also noted how business has impacted on education through the formulation of employment objectives; in particular the production of appropriately skilled school-leavers and balancing the widely perceived ‘needs mismatch’ between schools and employers (Saunders 1992). As a result there has been a growing acceptance of ‘employability skills’ into educational discourse over the last twenty years, with business and industry viewed by some commentators as insidiously replacing traditional educational stakeholders such as teaching unions in the policy-making process (Taylor 1998). And in yet another turn, commentators have more recently reported the extent to which for-profit organisations have been brought in by nation states, under the banner of ‘standards-driven reform’, to render public education first and foremost a profit making business. Education Management Organisations (EMOs) have been created precisely for this purpose in the US and the UK and in their wake they have made visible the extent of the privatisation of public education (Education Week, 1999: Palast, 2000).
Not surprisingly, the growing influence of business and industry in determining the educational agenda has been treated with caution within the educational community. In particular, critics have questioned industry’s interest with ‘social responsibility’ and the ‘public good’ above and beyond their driving motivation of profit (Bennett 1995). As Tasker and Packham (1993, p.134) conclude:

“[T]he two worlds of business and [education] remain profoundly different. The purpose of industry is to generate profit for private gain, usually in competition with other companies. The profit so generated may or may not benefit society; the concept of public good is not central to industry’s concerns. The purpose of [education] is to generate knowledge through collaboration between scholars, not competition, and in such a way that society as a whole benefits”

The increased role of business in education may well have be treated with suspicion by the educational community but much remains to be done to tease out that relationship, especially with regard to policy formation and implementation. As Wilks and Wright (1987) contend, the relationship between government and industry has been much discussed but little investigated. Certainly, the consensus among policy analysts has moved away from the overly simplistic notion that business and industry act merely as an interest group lobbying from outside the policy-making process (i.e. Truman 1981). From the 1970s onwards neo-Corporatists such as Lindbolm have instead asserted that business and industry enjoy a far more extensive role in policy formation. This view sees the business class as wielding enormous influence over public policy through the state’s structural dependence on corporate investment; with businessmen in market-orientated societies, therefore, enjoying a ‘privileged position’ within the policy-making process. As Lindbolm (1977, p.175) concluded, “[businesses] constitute a second set of major leaders in government and politics”.

From this basis the present paper therefore aims to take a more detailed look at private interest involvement in education policy-making and implementation using the National Grid for Learning as a contemporary form. Thus it intends to explore the extent to which businesses are getting involved in these ‘new’ policy forms and the nature that the resulting government/industry links are taking. Moreover, the paper examines how the ‘key-players’ in the policy-making and implementation process are emerging and the interests of some firms dominating over others. Above all the paper is concerned with how the public/private foundation of the NGfL is ‘working out’ in practice. Thus as Martin (1995, p.898) posits:

“The central problem here is to explain how firms develop their preferences for social policy initiatives and especially to understand the mechanisms by which new social policy paradigms win corporate converts. What are the conditions under which some companies sign on to far-reaching government solutions when others reject them?” (Martin 1995, p.898)

In addressing these questions this paper is based on a series of in-depth interviews with ‘key actors’ in the formation and initial implementation of the NGfL initiative. Interviewees included officials from the co-ordinating government department, (the
Department for Education and Employment (DfEE), the quasi-government agency responsible for developing and delivering aspects of the initiative, the British Educational Communications and Technology Agency) (BECTa), policy advisors to the Prime Minister and DfEE as well as key executives in IT and telecommunications firms and their educational representative body, the British Educational Suppliers Association, (BESA)\(^1\). Interviews lasted between one and two hours and were carried out between October 1998 and August 1999; producing over twelve hours of interviews with some of the key public and private actors in the policy formation and implementation of the NGfL.

2. The Public/Private Origins of the National Grid for Learning

Throughout most of the interviews the origins of the NGfL was firmly located within a background of inconsistent use of educational ICT in schools over the last twenty years. Despite a series of IT initiatives stretching from the 1981 MEP programme to the Conservative’s Superhighways initiative in the mid 1990s, education ICT throughout this time was seen as distinctly lacking in a co-ordinated, sustained policy agenda; often resulting in an indifference amongst schools towards ICT (Selwyn 1999). On the other hand successive British governments had supported the purchase of British IT equipment by educational organisations in order to sustain a fledgling computer manufacturing and software industry. For these reasons, the educational ICT market until recently relied only on one or two domestic suppliers. As this source describes, up until the election of 1997, the education ICT marketplace was, therefore, bereft of any ‘real’ competition. As one of our computing company interviewees observed:

... at the time of all this RM [Research Machines] had an immensely big market share in education. And the Government’s dilemma is that it had created a monopoly. … Acorn and RM were big chunky players; Apple was always trying to get in, and ICL was never there.. Suddenly RM is a monopoly and the Government, I think, were looking for people to fill the vacuum […] They were so desperate to get people who were education compliant to come in as a credible second source. [CO1]

From this perspective, in initiating the sea-change of the NGfL the Labour party were clearly making a break with the Conservative’s ‘infant industry’ approach to educational IT throughout the 1980s, when policies of the time had the over-riding concern of protecting and giving an active impetus to the nascent UK IT industry. That said, towards the end of the John Major’s Conservative administration there were emerging signs that small moves were being made towards a change, with the DfEE at least recognising the need to open the marketplace:

In the very early days the Government’s money was specified only to be used on 3 types of computers if we go back to the very beginning. Since then there has not been that sort of prescription, and indeed we have very much supported the DfEE’s increasing belief that there should be good competition in this marketplace. It would be very easy for one or two of the major international players to walk in, offer something apparently incredibly
However, any such belief within the DfEE was tempered by their restricted role in education IT policy at the time, lacking, as they themselves admitted, “the huge underpinning resource programme” needed to effect such change. Therefore, in approaching educational ICT as a potential manifesto commitment, New Labour were clearly recognising a need to break with the previous Conservative ethos and introduce an element of state direction in ‘kick-starting’ educational ICT:

It’s one of those things that create the climate and I think what we had was a government that was prepared to join it all up because it saw, ideologically, it saw a role for the state, sure. And, as I say, the previous administration saw a lot of these things but ideologically didn’t see that as the role of the state. In fact it would have said “if the state intervenes this is how you get a Skoda or Trabant. [NI]

Thus, most firms were keen to play down the genesis of the NGfL coming directly from industry as the following extended account suggests:

OK well the National Grid for Learning itself is really just a jihad slogan for a number of different strategies that the Government have really and just trying to see how they can tie them all together with one vision statement, and the Vision Statement for that was National Grid for Learning. It really was. ICL will say that they were the people that invented the ‘National Grid for Learning’, Chris Yapp invented that. I don’t know whether that’s true or not, I can’t say that’s is not true, but however, even up to that stage a lot of the government departments, the DFEE [the Education and Employment ministry] with Robin Ritzema [the civil servant charged with the implementation of the NGfL] was actually trying to drive and talk with mainly industry partners about what was required with ICT at schools, Information Communications and Technology in schools, and you actually know that they have lots of different targets which were set as part of the NGFL one is Internet access, another one is e-mail accounts for children, another one is teacher skills. So in fact the National Grid for Learning is really just a Vision Statement where lots of other smaller strategies were actually trying to lead to. [MA]

There was a number of things that fed into it. There was initiatives related to the broad-band ... a whole range of stuff. I would say that we invented it as a term ... you know if we go back I think Arthur C Clarke actually about 30 years ago came up with it if you are talking about where do phrases and junctions come from. As a policy it probably came from around the time of the Stephenson report to the Labour Party in opposition. At that time there was the Education Departments Superhighway Initiative, yes, There were a number of things looking at internet use, broad band use, a whole range of things. There were Net Years there were Net Days going on in the states, there was a whole range of things ... Clinton getting photo opportunities with a shovel in
his hand. The idea that in addition to infrastructure connectivity you need to start putting stuff on it ... I can remember a conference that I was involved in running in ‘95 when I was at the SCAA (the Schools’ Curriculum and Assessment Authority) called ‘Education Information in Highways’ ... something like that. There was a number of things around ‘95 time that were all “saying it’s more than just connecting, it’s more than just a infrastructure, its all about content”. But I don’t believe any of the stories that say “we initiated this, we were the first, we had the big idea”. I don’t go with any of that. Chris Yapp was certainly one of the ones that everyone was talking about. I mean he spoke in conference that I organised. Steve Heppel spoke in the conference a whole range of people, Bruce Bond who was then with BT. Right. So it was sort of in the air around then but I find it very hard to locate it. [NI]

Rather as an amalgamation on the part of New Labour of existing conditions in the marketplace coupled with a characteristic ‘rebranding’ in the NGfL.

Nevertheless, some of our interviewees took a wider perspective of New Labour attempting to revitalise a flagging domestic marketplace; arguing that the government were also recognising wider global trends in the marketplace. As this Prime Ministerial policy advisor argued, the underlying motivation to create a ‘National Grid for Learning’ was also firmly located within a global world-wide expansion of education ICT markets:

There’s two levels to see it at. One is a global level which is why these guys are interested. Education as a market ... spending on it is rising faster than GDP in every industrialised country in the world and its one of the only markets that is doing that. So it doesn’t take much for a global company to think, ‘well actually we should be dedicating some resources to this’. But coming down to the level of what is happening in the UK. Before government spent this money what you had was a very small market that was being fought over by quite a few small players who relied on it for their bread and butter and a few players where it was just a dot on the map of what they did ... but they did it because it gave them a warm feeling and it looked good for parents. What’s happened now is that this global trend and the government money going in suddenly makes the marketplace look a lot more attractive. The challenge now for policy is to ask ‘how can we get the big players in?’. The answer to that is to make sure that they get a sufficient return on their investment ... but at the same time making sure that the little guys who are actually developing that piece of software that will actually change things are reaping their reward from it [SIC1]

As this last quote intimates, the increased involvement of the private sector in educational ICT is by no means a UK phenomena. Indeed, since the telecommunications explosion of the 1980s governments round the world are having to face up to what Irwin (1987) refers to the “dilemmas of regulating markets in eruption”. Even from a pragmatic point of view an initiative involving the nation-wide
connection of the country's schools to the Internet could not be physically achieved without some private sector involvement. The land lines and fibre optic networks were owned by British Telecom and an ensemble of cable telecom enterprises, all stock-market quoted enterprises. As Parker-Smith (1993) concludes, the creation of any national information infrastructure would not be 'built upon a bare field' as commercial fibre-optic networks already exist. At one level, therefore, the IT industry had to be involved with the NGfL because they already were.

3. The IT Industry and its Participation in the Formation of the NGfL

Beyond a commitment to establishing a 'learning grid' being included in the duly elected New Labour administration's manifesto, the initiative needed 'fleshing out' after 1997. At the time this process was seen by many as a collaborative process between government and the IT industry. Indeed, Bill Gates' series of high-profile meetings with Tony Blair during 1998 were timed to coincide with the launch of the first NGfL consultation document, resulting in some disquiet within the education community over the 'hi-jacking' of the initiative by private interests. The Blair-Gates project is interesting at number of different levels and crucially important because of the timing of the meetings. It can be seen as an interesting initial manipulation of the educational ICT community; because it sent a clear message clear signal to Microsoft's (would-be) competitors that the NGfL was indeed a serious venture. Politically, the rhetoric of working in partnership with private enterprises was put into practice, and moreover, gave the right signals about the Blair's determination to think big and think modern. These meetings put the stamp of legitimacy on government rhetoric about modernising government and preparing citizens and the young generation for the 'information age'. They also further consolidated the location of the NGfL in the larger discourse 'partnership' between government and industry.

With the role of the IT industry in the NGfL at least partially implicit in its origins, how then were private interests represented in the formation of the initiative? Certainly, handling the role of the private sector in what is a very public policy was always going to be a potentially problematic area for the government. In the United States politicians and technologists had been at loggerheads as to whether the role of central government is to build information infrastructures themselves or merely create an economic climate that will encourage private business to take action (Rothschild 1993). Indeed, as Schiller (1985) argues, in general the development of digital networks is a response to the need of the telecommunications industry to create and exploit new markets. Therefore, although New Labour firmly recognised the integral role that industry had to play if the NGfL was to succeed it had to be careful in establishing a relatively open consultative relationship with the private sector, thus ensuring that all interests feel included in the process. In this way mechanisms were quickly put in place by central government agencies - BECTa and the DfEE - in order to facilitate industry/government liaison. On of our respondents saw it this way:

BECTa is working hard to foster relationships between the various players. So BECTa has certainly identified who it considers to be the key players. And the Chief Executive at BECTa actually puts quite a lot of effort in ensuring that
the Chief Executives of those companies sit round tables and talk to one another. He strongly believes in partnership. He’s also got this refreshing naïveté because he’s never worked in a commercial environment and he doesn’t think that its at all odd to get Richard Girling from RM and Brendan O’Sullivan from Exemplar to sit down together and talk about doing joint promotion. And you think, well golly, that’s never going to happen is it? And then on the other hand you think, but isn’t it good that the conversation is going on.

What we’ve got is a number of different structures - its a fairly fluid situation but we have internally in the department a liaison group that brings together all the different interests in the department and also brings together some of the key educational agencies – the Qualifications and Curriculum Agency, Teacher Training Agency, BECTa and so on ... OfSTED (the English schools inspectorate). Within that general umbrella there are other groups. For example we have an NGfL Industry Liaison group which doesn’t involve the particular industrial players but the representative proxy groups. In other words it will involve BESA rather than individual companies. Its partly so you don’t have to hire the Albert Hall so you can have a meeting. And they meet from time to time and its a place where we can talk things through ... So we do it that way. An awful lot of it is done by simply talking to all the different players and having an open door policy. An awful lot of people come through this room. In fact all the key players have been through here two or three times. So we try and maintain a structure but also we’ve got to keep on the move. [RR1]

However, the nature and purpose of such meetings was not straightforward. As Heinz et al. (1993) observe, contacts between government and private firms may be very casual or highly formalised, private or fully public and initiated by either party. Moreover the nature of such contact can either be one of information or one of influence. Thus, although there was tentative consultation between DfEE and industry in both a public and private informative capacity this contact critically gave DfEE the chance to subtlety guide the actions of industry:

At a more kind of direct ‘us and Department having a relationship’ level we have regular meetings with people like Robin and his team. And those meetings we structures as we like to provide some useful information and feedback from our position as a major supplier to the market. But we also like to feel that we are getting the detail of the story that will only come from talking to the people who are making those policies or writing those documents rather than the reported stuff that comes out ... several times later ... So, in as much as is possible, between a commercial supplier and the civil servants involved in decision making we can be kind of working as a team on this project which is ‘the National Grid for Learning’ rather than us trying to either (a) score points off the government or (b) get them to do things in our favour. Now, that’s pretty hard because there are no good models for how a company like us and an organisation like the DfEE can work as a team but it does seem to be in line with the way certainly the government is thinking and
its what we want to do as well. We don't like being surprised by things. We'd much rather that the input that we can give and the value that we've got in terms of the knowledge and the experience and so on goes in at the point when the decisions are being made rather than going in at the point when the decisions have already been made and we've got to try and fix them [PH1]

Thus there was a strong realisation within the IT firms of their need to consult the government in order to fully gain from the initiative:

I think that its a game ... well 'game' - that's an interesting way of putting it. Our judgement is that decisions that are being made by our customers are now not just being influenced by the direct relationship that we and our competitors have with them. They're being influenced by a whole set of other things. By BECTa, by the government saying that its going to spend a billion pounds on ICT ... Well, would we be selling our customers managed services if the government wasn't pushing down that track? Its not clear. Maybe, maybe not. But certainly, it'll move faster because of these other influences happening. And we have taken the view that given the position that we've got in the marketplace ... [we have to start] participating in that broader set of policy discussions. [PH1]

We don't like being surprised by things. We'd much rather be in at the point when the decisions are being made rather than going in at the point when the decisions have already been made and we've got to try and fix them [PH1]

But, as the IT firms readily admitted, this new need to participate in the policy process came easier to some firms than others. As Martin (1995) argues, it is important to understand firms' internal policy expertise and their capacity for policy evaluation. Moreover, one must also consider how firms are connected to external networks; in other words how they understand and 'play' the political game. Clearly from the start of the NGfL large multinational IT firms such as Microsoft and ICL were more easily involved in the policy process by dint of their already established links with government:

I think ICL were better [at lobbying] for three reasons. So ... their size and position as a technology company - despite the fact that they are mainly owned by a Japanese company - they are perceived as the UK's big technology company. So, every committee or working party that the DTI put together tends to have an ICL representative on it. So that's one reason. Second reason, they're bigger and they've been doing it for longer. So they've just got more experience and they've got more people who've done this kind of thing. And you keep coming across people at ICL who clearly it is their life and their job to do this.... So they'd kind of jumped over from just doing the DTI to doing the DfEE as well. So they were, if you like, big and professional and good at it. [PH1]
Although there is now a high degree of political sophistication and convergence in large-firm lobbying strategy (Coen 1998) as this quote from RM demonstrates, the more ‘politically naïve’ UK educational IT firms were clearly lacking in experience in this ‘game’:

We took the view then that we had to stop being a relatively insular, inward looking company that dealt with its customers and made them happy and to start behaving more like a big company and dealing with the wider influence base that was impacting on the marketplace that we played in. And we started trying to have meetings with ministers and trying to spend more time with Civil Servants. We’d never really done that before. Not because we didn’t want it but because we didn’t view it as something that we needed to do. Our success was predicated on going to an individual school and convincing the decision making team in that school to buy a product. Our success wasn’t predicated on big national schemes and encouraging the government to spend more money. It was actually right down at grass roots. Clearly that was changing. [Ph1]

4. ‘Big Boys’ Getting Involved

What attracted the attention of business to the National Grid for Learning? Clearly their involvement was never going to be entirely altruistic. And why did government see business participation as vital to the policy’s success? While there was considerable scepticism about the extent to which the £1 billion pound budget for the NGfL actually represented ‘new’ or additional funds, it was sufficient in volume to bring the policy to the attention of for-profit organisations. From the government point of view it saw industry contributing and thereby benefiting commercially in three areas (DfEE, 1998). First was the supply of content, in the form of learning materials software, on-line content and broadcast media. Second, the policy required telecommunications to link all schools to the net. This included broadband, fast speed links via ISDN connections and the like. While each school had been promised one connection free of charge larger schools would require more and in additional schools would also be required to pay annual connection fees. Third the government intended to put out to tender contracts for the supply of locally managed services, under which organisations or consortia would bid for the supply of infrastructure and supporting service (servers, routers, browsers, software packages) to groups of educational institutions in defined geographical areas. While government documentation presented this package as a challenge to industry ‘to lever change’ in these areas (DfEE, 1998, p15), the rapid development of the Grid in practice required expertise and resources of the existing IT and telecommunications industry.

And while profits could be taken, the invitation to industry came with numerous conditions, which hinged on the sensitivities about the vulnerability of children. This has enabled the state to dictate the terms of the formatting of software for example. This is probably most evident in the rules which limit the amount and visibility of ‘banner’ advertising in NGfL content and in the safeguard that are built in to warn uses that they have made or about to make links to material outside the Grid. More generally our view is also that state has been able to use the rhetoric of schools and
children’s vulnerability as an argument against enterprises seeking to dominate the market and force out other competitors.

Nevertheless, the NGfL has certainly resulted in a vast expansion of participants in the educational ICT marketplace. As this Prime Ministerial advisor observed: “All the big boys and the little boys are jockeying for position now”. However, in doing so these relative newcomers to the marketplace found they had to adjust quickly to the relatively ‘closed’ educational ICT policy community:

[The big companies] have all got a bit of catching up to do ... this year at BETT Compaq were the big name, the year before Dell were going to be the big name ... I knew the guy who’d been recruited to run Dell’s education department. He is now the guy who is running Compaq’s education department. So at the moment I’m just thinking, well there’s a bit of musical chairs going on round here, quite a lot of corporate money but there’s no real understanding coming through yet. [PH1]

As well as at executive level, this trend of large multinational firms ‘buying into’ the educational marketplace was also in evidence at ‘lower levels’ - as this Education Manager explains, by recruiting from within the existing education community gave his company instant educational credibility:

My education management team I’ve recruited in as the people I know to have been the best, in my judgement, across the education IT supply industry. So my marketing manager is ex-Scottish Council for Education Technology. My sales manager, Brian Mule, is an ex-employer of education in Apple, Sales Manager and formally Scottish Office. My higher Ed specialist is ex-Dell and we are about to hire our schools specialist who is ex-Research Machines. So people who’ve already got a sympathy and an empathy with the education market is in my mind critical, because all too often in all suppliers I’ve seen, the new sales person gets education, when in fact it’s the most difficult job of all. And I had other jobs outside of education and they were a doddle compared with selling to education. And in fact if you look at education, selling to Higher is a doddle, compared with schools. And so I very much felt I didn’t want wet behind the ears people. [C01]

Which, as he continues, has immediately placed the company as a big player:

I have to say BECTa and DFEE welcomed us with open arms in a ‘good to see another entrant into the market-place’ sort of way. And I very much got the feeling, again without any words being said, that there was a bit of a relief that there was another credible IT player with education credentials, which although we didn’t have them corporately, we had them by dint of the people I’d hired in. [CO1]

However, those outside of the commercial sector had considerable reservations - one in terms of creating a two-tier environment dictated by company resourcing:
Half of everything is about getting invited to the right meetings. So you know what’s going on so that when things come up you’re not surprised. [Now in the UK] we’ve got two sets of people, one is that on the software side, the very small providers the one man and his dog operation who always feel out-maneuved because they can’t resource themselves to stay in who are always surprised. And the other one is these very big new players. One of the big games producers could easily think about moving over to doing something educational but again they would need to find someone. It is not as easy as they think. No, because what gives you educational credibility? In practice it is having an educationalist. [NI]

and secondly, that the NGfL was not leading to an influx of ‘new blood’:

I think the most concerning thing about all of this, is when I go, there are people moving backwards and forwards from the advisory to the commercial and whatever. And we all know each other. There’s a sense that there is still this quite small 100 people, maybe even less, who have been ... quite a compact web. So we’ve got this huge initiative and this tiny group of people. [NI]

Two themes emerged from our interviews. To be a player in the NGfL, even mega corporations which were enormously powerful in the commercial sector, had to learn a new set of rules and work out how to be come ‘influencers’ both with government and the educational ICT community. Also we were struck by the extent to which the schools’ market for ICT was seen to be very different from the commercial market more generally and it is to this second theme we now turn.

5. Attractiveness of Market

Businesses tend to display the most pronounced resistance to policies which weaken their control over markets (Vogel 1978). At first glance it would appear that the National Grid for Learning does exactly this. However, whilst most firms have failed to penetrate the educational computing market over the last twenty years, the National Grid for Learning was seen by companies as at least allowing them a chance to gain a foothold in the education computing marketplace and increase profits. As these interviewees explained:

The National Grid didn’t half make my job easier selling the business plan [to the company] To say look there’s Tony Blair saying that the market’s good and now’s the time to enter not next year or the year after because we have to in at the start of this curve....... I’m here because partly because of the National Grid, but the impetus happened without people even knowing was the National Grid was. [CO1]

Yes, I mean, I think it’s an organising idea that in the first instance industry will get involved because it gives them the means of talking to their customers, being people selling equipment to schools. So it’s a simple thing to say, “Do you want to connect to the national grid for learning?” Yes. Shortcut, bang! It all goes away and you call the National Grid for Learning standards fund and
then it all gets similarly sorted. So you think all right, yes. It's a brand and it's an idea and it's those sorts of things which means that a school goes “right - I'm all ready to part with my cash” [NI]

Yet despite the opening up of new markets all the IT firms interviewed were vociferous in the difficulties associated with the schools market. Indeed, as one executive bluntly argued, “Education is the worst [sector] to sell to, and it is by two orders of magnitude [CO1]. There was therefore a sense of fundamental incompatibility between firms and schools when it came down to the base level of buying and selling, with our industrial interviewees arguing that schools simply did not ‘understand’ firms, therefore leading to the ‘pollution’ of the market:

Well I suppose that somebody who is responsible for making a reasonable commercial return out of the market I constantly watch for like the pollution that is in the market [...] hitherto it’s been difficult to compete in a market where it seems an area for freebies. Its very difficult to compete in a market that’s polluted. There is still a perception in the market that large companies should give things away for free [B2]

Schools always want something for nothing. [our emphasis]. And the worst thing that they do, for themselves, is they use the word ‘support’. Now that word, as soon as I hear the word, “we were thinking about buying 5 computers and we wondered if you would support us?” That support is the most imprecise, puts-schools-into-bad -reputation word, because it can mean anything from, “will you give us them for free?”, “will you show an interest and come to our open days?”, or “will you have a direct personal relationship with me for the rest of my life?” and “will you have a Samaritan’s lines for all my IT needs?”. Of course we can do all that, and in every other walk of life we charge for it and everybody else pays for it. That is the most expensive part. Now here’s the school problem; manpower, and labour-intensive resources is probably the least understood by schools because they’re so manpower rich […] that’s what the IT companies have a real problem with. [CO1]

Thus firms’ primary motivation of profitability appeared to sit uneasily with involvement in the education marketplace:

So the actual adage in the entire IT industry is that education is ‘high maintenance/low margin’ business [CO1]

There was therefore a sense within the firms that the NGfL was not going to radically alter this situation. Furthermore, even this increased value of the NGfL enhanced market was not necessarily seen as attractive. Although many of the large IT companies have seen both their profits and share prices dramatically increase as a direct result of the National Grid for Learning (Bannister 1998, Kavanagh 1998, Bunting 1999) the profits that firms are now chasing were not seen as being overwhelming.
I think everyone in the industry agrees with the Vision, so the National Grid for Learning is a Vision Statement [but] we’re all working independently to get there. But the education market is not a market where you’ve actually got a very lot of revenue. We give up to 90% discount on our software there and so you have to sell an awful lot of software to actually get in any return to even pay for my team and so you actually have competing groups, who really can’t afford to compete in any way [MA1]

I think that various people at various times have misjudged the attractiveness of this market. [referring here to a locally managed service contract for £50 million] when it came down to the wire there weren’t really that many organisations who are prepared to go out on a limb and incur costs. Routinely a company like ICL would expect to be gaining contracts in the region of £500 million not £50 million. These things are not necessarily that attractive and I’m not sure that the government realises that their £1 billion investment in education is not necessarily something that is going to make all industry sit up and take notice. [PH1]

Government should not be expecting commerce to bankroll education. If it wants commerce to bankroll education it should put up corporation tax. And I think that its learning some hard lessons from that with education action zones. Its been pretty difficult to get even the Shells and the BPs of this world to actually put up real cash. They give you management consultancy or this and that but when it comes to delivering real cash its hard. And if schools are going to have to be based on companies delivering real cash there’s a big problem. [PH1]

Participation in the NGfL wasn’t only about profit in the short term. For some benefits would accrue in the long term. One software manufacturer reflected;

For us [educational ICT] was becoming a very important area, not because we were involved in Education, but obviously we need to consider providing a regular stream of employable people to our big customers who are using our technology. [MA1]

Involvement schools ICT was also about creating a stream of future customers but also employees of the future who were familiar with the architecture of the software. A civil servant also saw the initiative’s benefits accumulating indirectly;

Industry is full of shrewd people. They’re interested in it because they see it swelling the market, and swelling the market means product sales. But the distinguishing feature of a lot of companies operating in Britain is that they do have an object commitment to education. So they see it as a benign circle whereby they do business in the way that they do business but they’re also helping socially and that’s why we’ve got some very committed and specialised firms in this area. [RO1]
For another interviewee who had been involved in selling services to schools the NGfL also involved building human capital:

Now the government aren’t doing it in my view for the fun of it, they’re spending at least a billion on it, probably more and I think we have to look at what this government is aiming to do to move us from a service industry [...] commercial companies’ catalysts knowledge is probably the next one we can. It’s very difficult to export knowledge in, so we need a workforce that can, that has the abilities to work in a knowledge environment and the National Grid for Learning will for sure, ensure that every child that leaves British education is at least is aware of how to gain knowledge. [BT1]

So, even where short term profits might not be forthcoming there was an industry view that participation in the NGfL was worthwhile because it could see how the policy would contribute to the building of a future consumer base, a forward demand for products and work force familiar with and able to use industry products.

As yet the description of the implementation network of the NGfL has been relatively linear. However the on-going expansive accommodation of the IT firms into the policy implementation/negotiation process offers a revealing picture of New Labour’s overall strategy. Indeed, handling the role of the private sector in what is a very public policy was always going to be a potentially problematic area of the NGfL. In the United States politicians and technologists have been at loggerheads as to whether the role of central government is to build information infrastructures themselves or merely create an economic climate that will encourage private business to take action (Rothschild 1993). Indeed, as Schiller (1985) argues, in general the development of digital networks is a response to the need of the telecommunications industry to create and exploit new markets. Therefore, New Labour firmly recognised the important role that industry had to play if the NGfL was to succeed, even in its short-term technological aims, and had established a relatively open consultative relationship with the private sector; in marked contrast to previous administrations. Our interviewees recalled:

I think [industry] have been quite heavily involved in all of this. We meet regularly with them. They meet with ministers. I think in general they recognise that government can go so far and no further. I think this is an artefact of New Labour. What the government is not doing is a deal with a single provider which would maybe what the Old Labour thing would be, “single contract”, you know ... which at one step before I was talking about coordinated coherence with the state being an active player. Go to somewhere else with and it you would say “we let a single contract to do all this and we manage it”. [NI]

I think this Government is far more, actually it was the latter half of the last Government and this one, far more open and consultative than ever before. So if we go back to Philip Lewis’ days [in the early 1990s]. You just, they made their announcement twice a year, how much money was going, and everybody flocked after it and it created quite bad behaviour. In fact that’s the legacy of binge and purge we’ve now got. True. The current Government is very
consultative... it's a better a relationship with the Government and influence in the Government agenda. Plus they want to meet with us. If I want to phone the DfEE now in the Schools Group and say I’ve got this new idea and project can I run it by you, they will always say yes, come along and tell us. Yes. And if anything they are so desperate to learn from us, its astonishing [CO1]

Thus there was a clear sense that the NGfL marketplace has been set up and firms are responding and participating in its implementation. Yet whereas firms claimed that they were giving the NGfL a much-needed credibility there was also a strong realisation of their need to consult the government in order to fully gain from the initiative:

I think that its a game ... well ‘game’ - that’s an interesting way of putting it. Our judgement is that decisions that are being made by our customers are now not just being influenced by the direct relationship that we and our competitors have with them. They’re being influenced by a whole set of other things. By BECTa, by the government saying that its going to spend a billion pounds on ICT ... Well, would we be selling our customers managed services if the government wasn’t pushing down that track? Its not clear. Maybe, maybe not. But certainly, it’ll move faster because of these other influences happening. And we have taken the view that given the position that we’ve got in the marketplace ... [we have to start] participating in that broader set of policy discussions. [PH1]

However, it would be misleading to present these relationships between industry and the policy making process as straightforward and direct. On the industry-side, smaller firms tended to be represented by the influential British Educational Suppliers’ Association (BESA); a trade organisation predating even the first education computing policy but now increasingly involved with representing ICT suppliers to the schools sector:

BESA have an annual general meeting and they have extra ordinary meetings this sort of thing and that is technically where those issues are raised. A similar thing happens but we’re broken away from the whole industry with BECTa. But BECTa and BESA work with one another anyway. So Owen Lynch and Dominic together and Ralph form a triangle and all the information is all shared and all upwardly passed to the Minister. [CO1]

Nevertheless, throughout the implementation process central control of the industry/government interface operates on two levels. On a benign level DfEE consults via ‘industry liaison’ groups, often with BESA playing a key role.

What we’ve got is a number of different structures - its a fairly fluid situation but we have internally in the department a liaison group that brings together all the different interests in the department and also brings together some of the key educational agencies - QCA, TTA, BECTa and so on ... OfSTED. Within that general umbrella there are other groups. For example we have an NGfL
Industry Liaison group which doesn’t involve the particular industrial players but the representative proxy groups. In other words it will involve BESA rather than individual companies. Its partly so you don’t have to hire the Albert Hall so you can have a meeting. And they meet from time to time and its a place where we can talk things through ... So we do it that way. An awful lot of it is done by simply talking to all the different players and having an open door policy. An awful lot of people come through this room. In fact all the key players have been through here two or three times. So we try and maintain a structure but also we’ve got to keep on the move. [RR1]

Aside from this ‘civil service management’ of industrial actors there was also executive control of the implementation process, via the now Prime Ministerial advisor on ICT, Lord Stephenson and his own advisory team. Now established as an ennobled key New Labour insider in both the fields of industry and the arts, as well as one the elite cadre of Britain’s top businessmen (Johnson 1999), at one level Lord Stephenson was seen as ‘overseeing’ the process with the civil service and quasi-government actors. He commented:

[We are] keeping an eye on where its going, raising issues with DfEE where we think necessary. We are effectively riding the process shot gun, right, we are making sure that the thinking’s going right and waving flag on particular issues where we think.

Moreover, as an industrialist himself Lord Stephenson also appeared to play a key role in ‘managing’ the major industry actors and, therefore, achieving the government’s objective of establishing a controlled marketplace. Another interviewee observed:

... Dennis describes himself as a thief to catch thieves, he knows these guys ... [but] we’re not trying to stop them doing things, in fact we want them to come in, we want them to be players, but we’ve got to strike that balance between the little guys and the big fish ... and helping to do that is certainly one of our roles [CRA1]

5. Conclusion

As Jacobs (1988) points out, firms will inevitably resist and not participate in government interventions that threaten to have adverse effects on their profitability. Our industry-based interviews did not see the NGfL in this light. Thus, whilst the NGfL for the participant firms we interviewed does not represent the most lucrative IT market for large, multi-national corporations, it certainly affords opportunities previously unavailable. And as we noted earlier they acknowledged that other benefits would be indirect and long term. Schools were non-conventional customers and the educational market was unlike the market in the commercial sector.

Ministers and their officials have been most effective in persuading the larger corporations to leave something on the table for the smaller, niche orientated and less robust commercial enterprises. Thus the implementation of the NGfL has avoided the
worst excesses of a capitalist war against all by all. Here we suggest the at nature of
the uses, the majority of whom are likely to be children of school age, has given the
state a powerful lever in its dealings with big business, a lever which may not be
available in other policy arenas. In the education arena the government has fashioned
strong regulatory powers which so far have enabled it to harness the expertise and
resources of the IT sector and shape both schools ICT market and determine the pace
and direction of industry relations with schools.

At best, though it is likely that the government can maintain their present level of
involvement over the next five to ten years at most. Indeed, one of the pivotal aims of
the NGfL is to create a ‘technological’ culture of ICT within education which
stimulates and provokes schools to autonomously proceed with the procurement of
ICT once central funding is eventually phased out (DfEE 1997a, 1998b). Although
this ‘model of decreasing dependency’ is based upon an obvious financial constraints
it is also a pragmatic response to the nature of technology provision and the education
ICT marketplace. In the words of one of our interviewees, the government overtly
“recognise that they can go so far and no further”. Indeed, as Levi-Faur (1999)
oberves, any prolonged political administration of technological competition
involves complex bargaining and good technical knowledge of the sectors involved
beyond the reach of most governments. Thus in the medium term, the government
clearly intend to leave the NGfL to a revitalised education ICT marketplace, which at
the moment they are quite closely directing. Thus the longevity of the NGfL rests on
both the education IT firms and the schools themselves. How committed these two
sets of actors remain to the centrally imposed goals of the NGfL remains to be seen.

Despite current central control, IT firms are clearly gambling on the long-term
attractiveness of the NGfL remaining high (Selwyn 1998). Despite present
proclamations of public duty and societal good, the continued involvement of IT firms
in the NGfL will, therefore, undoubtedly be directed by profit:

“The primacy of economic concerns to corporate managers is very real. This is
not a story of corporate actors engaging in altruistic choice of the public good
over their own firms’ interests. Rather, it is a story of business managers’
struggle to locate their interests in a world of imperfect knowledge and both
long and short-term considerations” (Martin 1995, p.909).

This leaves one of the pivotal elements of the NGfL’s long-term success with little
substantial long-term commitment to the initiative. Despite the large sums of money
(in educational terms) that firms are committing to the schools’ market the relative
commercial unimportance of the schools’ sector leaves IT firms free to pull out of the
education market as quickly as they entered.

Nevertheless, as consumers and ‘end users’ the long-term success of the Grid is
ultimately dependent on the schools themselves. As Bressers and O’Toole (1998)
reason, the distribution of objectives throughout actors in any policy network is
fundamental to the eventual policy outcomes. Whereas in the short term the objectives
of government and industry have proved to be mutually reinforced (encouraging
schools to increase investment in ICT) the compatibility of the NGfL with schools’
ojectives remain to be seen. As yet schools’ reaction to the NGfL is unclear above
and beyond the initial spending of government and lottery money. Whether the NGfL can be successful in creating a culture of ICT throughout the whole school sector is debatable. Once the provision and procurement of ICT is left more fully to the marketplace it is hard to see how inequalities will not be perpetuated at some levels. The NGfL's capacity to raise all schools up to 'acceptable' levels of ICT use is therefore in the balance. One foreseeable consequence of the Grid, therefore, is merely an exaggerated version of the pre-1997 education ICT picture; with some schools as technologically rich as others are equally as poor.

Footnote

[1] The names of all the interviewees have been omitted. Nevertheless, representatives from all the major national and multi-national industrial firms prominently involved in the NGfL were interviewed, apart from one, which did not wish to participate in the research.
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